Microsoft Modernize
Communications
Workshop
Showcase modern calling
capabilities.
Business challenge

Benefits

Now more than ever, businesses need a modern voice solution and phone system

•

benefits of Microsoft Teams Phone.

capabilities that combine unified communication and teamwork. Because
implementation of calling solutions can be complex and involves network remediation,

Understand the features and

•

Streamline the deployment and
adoption process.

Microsoft 365™ service deployment, telephone number provisioning/porting and device
deployment, customers need partners with this highly specialized skill set.

•

Our solution

•

Enhance communication across
dispersed teams.
Increase productivity and efficiency.

The Modernize Communications Workshop from Insight offers a modular engagement
designed to help your organization experience the vision for Microsoft Teams® Phone and
advanced communication scenarios. This Workshop will guide you through the process

Our partners

of a simplified enterprise voice solution with reliable, high-quality, integrated calling.
Through Art of the Possible demonstrations, use case design and deep-dive planning, you
will obtain actionable recommendations to deploy and adopt Microsoft® Teams Phone.
• Gather information on current environment and meeting practices.
• Showcase modern calling capabilities powered by Microsoft Teams Phone.
• Build the plan for how to deploy and adopt Microsoft Teams Phone.
• Realize modern calling capabilities.

Related services
Hybrid Meetings Workshop
Windows Autopilot Test Flight
Managed Teams Service

1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

Enhance communication with a modern calling solution.
Microsoft Teams® Phone provides the features organizations need to deliver seamless, collaborative experiences for employees,
business partners and customers.
Attend this Workshop if you want:
• An evaluation of your current telephony and PBX needs
• An environmental and workload analysis, including existing infrastructure and telephony state
• Direction on how to transition various user profiles into a modern collaboration and communication environment
• To showcase the rich portfolio of third-party applications and devices that can complement the Microsoft® Teams
Phone experience
• A demonstration of the end-to-end Microsoft Teams calling experience to showcase Microsoft Teams Phone as your
telephony solution
• Customized, actionable recommendations you can follow to enable and adopt Microsoft Teams Phone

Why Insight for Microsoft solutions?
Insight’s strong supply chain optimization and workplace solutions, combined with our data center transformation expertise and
modernized applications, keep businesses running, foster flexible work environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.
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A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter.
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create
meaningful experiences.
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